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INTRODUCTION
In order to study certain problems pertaining to the ends of a graph G,
and in particular for certain proofs which proceed by induction on the
‘‘complexity’’ of its end space T(G), it is convenient to have a kind of
decomposition of T(G ). One way to do this is to define a classification
of the ends of G according to rank. This has been done by Jung [11].
His classification is actually the one we get by considering the iterated
CantorBendixon derivatives of the space T(G) (cf. 8.7). Unfortunately this
process is in many cases completely ineffective. For example, if T is the
dyadic tree, then T(T) has no isolated point, and thus is equal to its
CantorBendixon derivative. Any two ends of the dyadic tree have exactly
the same properties, they cannot be distinguished from each other.
Another procedure is to decompose, as far as possible, the end space of
G into discrete subspaces, since several properties which hold for every end,
generally also hold for any discrete subspace of ends. For example, let
(T, a) be the rooted dyadic tree, and let . be the natural bijection from 2|
onto the set of all rays of T originating at the root a. For every non-
negative integer n let
Tn :=. [.(s) : s # 2| and |s&1(1)|n]
and let T| :=T. Then the subspace TTn+1(T )&TTn(T ) is discrete, and
T(T ) is the closure of n<| TTn(T ). The sequence (TTn(T ))n| will be
called a discrete expansion of the space T(T ), while (Tn)n| will be called
an expansion of T.
It will be very easy to define the concept of discrete expansion of a
topological space; the case is different, however, with that of an expansion
of an arbitrary graph. For a rooted tree G, the method, introduced above
for the dyadic tree, can always be used to associate an expansion of G to
any given discrete expansion of T(G): at each step one has to consider new
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ends to add to the subtree already the corresponding rays which start at
the root. But for an arbitrary connected graph, we will have to define what
sort of subgraph will play the role of the rays in the case of a tree. These
special subgraphs, which will be the terms of an expansion, will be called
endings and more generally multi-endings.
In order to get a more efficient tool, the definition of multi-endings we
give in this paper is slightly different from the one given in the original
papers [18, 12]. However, in some cases a weaker form of multi-endings,
the premulti-endings, are sufficient. Sometimes we also consider quite
special multi-endings.
This paper deals largely with the existence and the fundamental proper-
ties of multi-endings and expansions. In the last section, the study of the
connected graphs having uniformly compatible end-faithful spanning trees,
which was undertaken in Section 5 of Part I [22], is continued by giving
new characterizations of these graphs.
Before undertaking the study of multi-endings and expansions of graphs,
we point out that there are other techniques and approaches to the study
of infinite graphs, most of them being decompositions. Among them are the
simplicial decompositions introduced by Wagner [W] and developed by
Halin [5], the important particular case of simplicial tree-decompositions
intensively studied by Diestel [3], and the tree-decompositions more
recently introduced by Robertson and Seymour [24].
6. MULTI-ENDINGS
6.1. Definition. An induced subgraph M of a graph G is called a
multi-ending of G if it satisfies the following properties:
M1. M is connected;
M2. the boundary of M with every component of G&M is finite;
M3. any infinite subset of V(M ) which is concentrated in G is also
concentrated in M.
M4. D&1M ({)=D
&1
G (=MG({)) for any end { of M;
M5. for any family (Ri) i # I of pairwise disjoint rays of G such that
[[Ri]G : i # I ]TM(G ), there is a family (Ri$) i # I of pairwise disjoint rays
of M such that Ri & Ri$ is infinite for every i # I.
By M3 a multi-ending of G is an end-respecting subgraph of G. By M5
m({)=m(=MG({)) for any end { of M. A multi-ending which is rayless is
called a 0-ending. A 0-ending M is then a connected induced subgraph of
G, whose vertex set is dispersed, and whose boundary with any component
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of G&M is finite. A multi-ending M is an ending if |T(M )|=1; it is a
discrete multi-ending if TM(G ) is a discrete subspace of T(G ).
The preceding definition of a multi-ending is somewhat stronger than the
one given in [18, Definition 1.13] where a multi-ending was a connected
subgraph containing a ray and satisfying only the first three axioms. This
definition corresponds to that of a ‘‘faithful’’ (fide le) in [20, Definition 8.1]
multi-ending.
6.2. Examples
6.2.1. Every ray (resp. union of rays with the same origin) of a tree
is an ending (resp. multi-ending) of this tree.
6.2.2. Consider the graph G of Fig. 2. Then M0 (Fig. 3) is a discrete
multi-ending of G, while M1 (Fig. 4) is an ending of G. Notice that
M0 _ M1 is also a discrete multi-ending of G.
6.3. For AV(G ) we will denote
3A(G ) :=[{ # T(G) : A has a subset that is concentrated in {],
and, if H is a subgraph of G, we will write 3H(G ) for 3V(H )(G ).
6.4. Lemma. 3A(G ) is closed (with respect to the end topology) for any
AV(G ).
Proof. Let { # %A(G ). Then, for any finite SV(G ), there exists a
{$ # 3A(G ) such that CG&S({)=CG&S({$), hence A & V(CG&S({)){< since
A contains a set which is concentrated in {$. Therefore, by Lemma 3.5,
A has a subset that is concentrated in {. K
Figure 2
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Figure 3
6.5. Proposition. Let M be a subgraph of a graph G satisfying Axiom
M3. Then:
(i) TM(G )=3M(G );
(ii) TM(G ) is closed;
(iii) M is an end-respecting subgraph of G.
If, in addition, M satisfies Axiom M2, then:
(iv) [TM(G), TG&M(G)] is a partition of T(G);
(v) D(M )=D(G ) & P(V(M)).
Proof. (i) is a consequence of M3.
(ii) is a consequence of (i) and of 6.4.
(iii) Let R and R$ be two rays of M that are end-equivalent in G.
Then V(R) _ V(R$) is concentrated in G, thus in M by Axiom M3. Hence
R and R$ are end-equivalent in M.
Figure 4
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(iv) Let { # T(G )&TG&M(G), and let R # {. Since R has no tail in
G&M, its intersection with M is infinite. Hence V(M & R) is a subset of
V(M ) that is concentrated in G, thus in M by Axiom M3. Therefore
{ # 3M(G )=TM(G ) by (i).
To prove that [TM(G), TG&M(G)] is a partition of T(G ), it suffices to
show that TM(G ) and TG&M(G ) are disjoint. Suppose that this is not true,
and let { # TM(G ) & TG&M(G). Then there exist two elements R and R$ of
{ that are rays of M and of G&M, respectively. By Axiom M2, the bound-
ary S :=B(M, CG&M(R$)) is finite. Hence V(R) and V(R$) are separated by
the finite set S, contrary to the fact that R and R$ are end-equivalent. Con-
sequently TM(G ) & TG&M(G )=<.
(v) Let AV(M). Suppose that A # D(G ), and let { # T(M ). There
exists a finite SV(G ) such that A & CG&S(=MG({))=<. Then
A & CM&S({)=<. Hence A # D(M ).
Conversely suppose that A # D(M ), and let { # T(G ). If {  TM(G ), then,
since TM(G)=3M(G ) by (i), V(M) has no subset concentrated in {. Hence
{ # TG&M(G ) by (iv). Since, by Axiom M3, the boundary of M with any
component of G&M is finite, there exists a finite subset S of V(M ) such
that CG&S({) is unique component of G&M containing elements of {. Thus
A & CG&S({)=<. Therefore A # D(G ). K
6.6. Theorem. Let M be a subgraph of a graph G satisfying M3. Then
the canonical map =MG is a uniform isomorphism from (T(M), U*M) onto the
uniform subspace TM(G) of (T(G ), U*G).
Proof. =MG is bijective since, by 6.5(iii), M is an end-respecting sub-
graph of G. Following the notation introduced in 4.19, for a subset A of
V(M ), we will write A*(M ) (resp. A*(G ) for the relation A* on the set T(M )
(resp. T(G )).
Let A # D(G ). Then, by 6.5(v), B :=A & V(M ) # D(M ) and, for every {,
{$ # T(M ), (=MG({), =MG({$)) # A*(G ) if ({, {$) # B*(M ) . Hence =MG is uniformly
continuous.
Conversely, to prove that =&1MG is also uniformly continuous, we have to
show that, for any A # D(M ), there exists B # D(G ) such that ({, {$) # A*(M )
if (=MG({), =MG({$)) # B*(G ) for every ends { and {$ of M. Let A # D(M ), and
let 0 be the partition of TM(G ) induced by A*(M ) , i.e.,
0 :=[=MG(A*(M )({)): { # T(M )].
We first prove that  0$ is a closed set of T(G) for any 0$0. Let
0$0, { #  0$, R # {, and X := [CM&A({$): =MG({$) #  0$]. Then
V(R) and V(X ) are not finitely separable. Hence, by Menger’s theorem,
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there exists an infinite (V(R), V(X ))-linkage 2 in G. Denote by D the set
of all endpoints in V(X ) of the elements of 2. Then D is concentrated in
the end { of G, thus in the end =&1MG({) of M by Axiom M3. Hence
{ # TM(G ) by 6.5(i), and thus { # TX (G ). Suppose otherwise that {  TX (G ).
Then, since A is dispersed in M, there exists a finite SV(M ) such that
A & V(CM&S(=&1MG({)))=<. Hence X & CM&S(=
&1
MG({))=<, contrary to the
fact that the subset D of V(X ) is concentrated in =&1MG({). Therefore
{ #  0$.
Finally, by Lemma 4.14, there exists a dispersed set B of G which
pairwise separates the elements of 0. Thus B has required properties. K
6.7. Remarks.
6.7.1. =MG is then a homeomorphism from the end space T(M ) onto
the topological subspace TM(G ) of T(G ), but it is not a uniform
isomorphism from (T(M ), G*M) onto the uniform subspace TM(G) of
(T(G ), G*G), as is shown by the following example. Let (RN)n0 be a count-
ably infinite family of rays having exactly the origin in common, say a, and
let ( yn)n0 be a countably infinite family of pairwise distinct vertices that
do not belong to V(n0 Rn). For every non-negative integer n, denote by
xn a vertex of Rn distinct from the vertex a. Put
M := .
n0
Rn and G :=M _ .
n0
((x2n , yn) _ ( yn , x2n+1) ).
Then M is clearly an end-respecting multi-ending of G; but, unlike the
uniformity induced by G*G on TM(G ), its uniformity G*M is discrete since
[a]*(M )=idT(M ) .
6.7.2. Any uniformly compatible spanning subgraph is topologically
end-faithful. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.6 and of the
fact that, by Theorem 5.6, a uniformly compatible spanning subgraph
satisfies Axiom M3.
6.7.3. By 6.5(ii), TM(G ) is closed for any multi-ending M of G. In the
sequel, if 0 is a closed set of T(G ), we will denote by M(0) the set of all
multi-endings M of G such that TM(G )=0. In Theorem 7.9 we will prove
that M(0) is non-empty. Note that M(<) is the set D(G) of all dispersed
sets of G.
6.8. Lemma. Let (Mi)1in be a finite family of induced subgraphs of G
satisfying M2 and M3. The M :=1in Mi is an induced subgraph of G
satisfying M2 and M3 such that TM(G )=1in TMi (G ).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove our assertions for n=2. M0 6 M1 is
always an induced subgraph of G.
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(a) We first show that M :=M0 6 M1 satisfies M3. Let A be an
infinite subset of V(M ) that is concentrated in some end { of G, and let
Ai :=A & V(Mi) for i=0, 1. Then at least one of these subsets A0 and A1
is infinite, thus concentrated in G.
If just one of these subsets is infinite, say A0 , then it is concentrated in
M0 since M0 satisfies condition M2, and a fortiori in M. Hence A is con-
centrated in M since A&A0 , which is included in A1 , is finite.
If A0 and A1 are infinite, then they are concentrated in { in G. Thus,
by M3, { # TMi (G) for i=0, 1. Let R # { be a ray of M0 . Then A0 is
concentrated in [R]M0==
&1
M0G({) By 5.4(iii), B1 :=V(R & M1) is infinite
and concentrated in { in G. Thus A1 _ B1 is concentrated in =&1M1G({) in M1 ,
hence in [R]M in M. Therefore both, A0 and A1 , are concentrated in
[R]M in M. Hence the same holds for A.
(b) Let X be a component of G&M. Then XX0 & X1 where Xi is
a component of G&Mi for i=0, 1. Hence B(M, X )B(M0 , X0) _
B(M1 , X1), thus is finite. Therefore M satisfies M2. K
6.9. Lemma. Let M be an induced subgraph of G satisfying M3. Then M
satisfies M2 if and only if no vertex of G&M is infinitely linked to V(M ).
Proof. Assume that no vertex of G&M is infinitely linked to V(M ),
and suppose that the boundary B of M with some component X of G&M
is infinite. Then there exists an infinite BV(X )-linkage 2. Denote by C the
set of all endpoints in V(X ) of the elements of 2. Suppose that C has a
subset that is concentrated in some end { of G. Then A has also a subset
that is concentrated in {. Hence { # TM(G ) by Axiom M3; therefore
{ # TM(G ) & TX (G), contrary to the hypothesis TM(G ) & TG&M(G )=<.
Consequently C has no concentrated subset. Thus, by Proposition 3.9, C
has an infinite fragmented subset. Hence, by the definition of fragmented
set, there exists a vertex of X which is infinitely linked to C in X, thus also
to B and consequently to V(M ) in G, contrary to the assumption. There-
fore B is finite. The converse is obvious. K
In the following, an induced subgraph of a graph G satisfying the condi-
tions M1, M2 and M3 will be called a premulti-ending of G.
6.10 Lemma. For any induced subgraph H of G satisfying M3, there
exists a premulti-ending M of G that contains H and such that
TM(G)=TH(G ).
Proof. We first construct an induced subgraph N of G which contains
H, satisfies M2 and M3, and in addition has the property that
TN(G )=TH(G ).
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(a.1) Denote by [a! : !<:] the set of all vertices of G&H which are
infinitely linked to V(H ). We construct the sequence (N!)!<: as follows.
Set N0 :=H and let ;<:. Suppose that (N!)!<; has already been con-
structed. If ;=#+1, put N; :=N# 6 ( L#) where L# is an (a# , V(N#))-
linkage of G that is maximal with respect to inclusion. Such a linkage is
infinite if a#  V(H ) and is reduced to (a#) otherwise. If ; is a limit
ordinal, put N; :=!<; H! . Finally put N :=N: :=!<: H! . The graph
H is obviously a subgraph of N. In the sequel we show that N has the other
required properties.
(a.2) We first prove that, for every ;:, any infinite subset of V(N;)
is not finitely separable from V(H ) in N; . This is trivial for ;=0. Let
;:. Suppose that this holds for any !<;. Let A be an infinite subset of
V(N;). We are done if A & V(N!) is infinite for some !<;. Assume that
such an intersection is finite for all !<;.
v If ;=#+1, let B the set of the endpoints in N# of all elements of
L# having vertices in A. This set is infinite since A&V(N!) is infinite by
assumption. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, it is infinitely linked to
V(H ) in N# . Therefore A also has this property.
v If ; is a limit ordinal, then, by the assumption, the set
0 :=[!: !<; and A & V(N!+1&N!){<] is infinite. Then a!  V(N!) for
all ! # 0. Put B :=[a! : ! # 0]. For any ! # 0 the vertex a! cannot be
separable in N! from V(H ) by a finite subset of V(N!+1&a!) since, by the
induction hypothesis, the set of the endpoints in N! of all elements of L!
are not finitely separable from V(H ) in N! . Therefore any infinite subset of
B is not finitely separable from V(H ) in N; . Then so is A, since A is clearly
not finitely separable in N; from any infinite subset of B.
(a.3) We claim that N satisfies Axiom M3 and that TN(G)=TH(G ).
Let A be an infinite subset of V(N ) that is concentrated in G. By (a.2) A
is not finitely separable from V(H ) in N; thus it is infinitely linked to V(H )
in N. Denote by B the set of the endpoints in V(H ) of all elements of an
infinite AV(H )-linkage L of N. This infinite set B is concentrated in G since
A is also concentrated in G. Thus it is concentrated in H by Axiom M3.
Hence A is concentrated in N since L is a linkage in N. Note that this also
proves that TN(G)=TH(G ).
(a.4) We claim that N satisfies Axiom M2. Suppose that there exists
a vertex x of G&N which is infinitely linked to V(N ). Denote by A the set
of the endpoints in V(N ) of all elements of an infinite xV(N )-linkage L of
G. By (a.2) A is not finitely separable from V(H ). Hence so is x. Therefore
x=a! for some !<:, thus x # V(N ) contrary to the hypothesis. The result
is then a consequence of Lemma 6.9.
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(b) Suppose that N is not connected, and let A be a set of repre-
sentatives of the components of N. This set A has no subset that is concen-
trated in G, for otherwise this set would also be concentrated in N by
Axiom M3, contrary to the definition of A. Hence A is dispersed in G. Thus
by Jung [11, (4.2)], there exists a rayless quasi-normal tree T in G with
AV(T ). By 5.8 and 5.9, such a tree satisfies Axiom M3, hence V(T ) is
dispersed as T is rayless. Finally, the graph M :=N 6 (G[V(T )]) has
clearly the required properties. K
6.11. Corollary. For any dispersed A of G, there exists a 0-ending M
of G that contains A.
This is a simple case of 6.10. The following result is obvious.
6.12. Lemma. Let X be an induced subgraph of G such that the boundary
of G&X is finite. Then an induced subgraph of X is a premulti-ending of X
if an only if it is a premulti-ending of G.
6.13. Lemma. Let N be an induced subgraph of G satisfying Axioms M2
and M3 and, for every component X of G&N, let NX be an induced sub-
graph of X satisfying M2 and M3. Then M :=N6 X # CG&N NX is an
induced subgraph of G satisfying M2 and M3 such that TM(G )=TN(G ) _
X # CG&N TNX (G ).
Proof. (a) Note that any component X of G&N is a premulti-ending
of G since B(N, X ) is finite by M2, hence NX satisfies M2 and M3 with
respect to G. Besides, by 5.4(iii), the family (TH(G ))H # [N] _ CG&N is a parti-
tion of T(G), thus TM(G )=TN(G) _ X # CG&N TNX (G ).
(b) We claim that M satisfies Axiom M3. Let A be an infinite subset
of V(M ) that is concentrated in G. We have two cases.
Case 1. A & V(X ) is infinite for some component X of G&N. Then
A & V(X ) is concentrated in X, thus in NX by M3, hence in M. Also A&V(X )
is finite since A is concentrated in G and since A & V(X ) and A&V(X ) are
separated by the finite set B(N, X ). Therefore A is concentrated in M.
Case 2. A & V(X ) is finite for every component X of G&N. Let
B :=(A & V(N )) _  [B(N, X ) : X # CG&N and A & V(X ){<]. This set
B is clearly concentrated in G or in M if and only if so is A. Hence B is
concentrated in G, thus in N by Axiom M3 for N, and a fortiori in M.
Therefore so is A.
(c) We claim that M satisfies Axiom M2. Let x  V(M ). Then
x # V(X&NX) for some component X of G&N. Hence x is finitely
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separable from NX in X since N satisfies M2. Consequently x is also finitely
separable from M in G by the finiteness of B(N, X ). The claim is then a
consequence of 6.9. K
6.14. Lemma. Let A be a finite set of vertices of a connected graph G.
Then there exists a finite induced subgraph H of G such that, for any family
(Pi) i # I of pairwise internally disjoint paths of G whose endpoints belong to A,
there is a family (Qi) i # I of pairwise internally disjoint paths of H such that,
Pi and Qi have the same endpoints for every i # I.
Proof. Denote by 6 the set of all families of pairwise internally disjoint
paths of G whose endpoints belong to A. Define the relation #A on 6 by:
(Pi) i # I0 #A (Qj) j # I1 if, for any i # Ik (k=0, 1), there exist j # I1&k such that
Pi and Qj have the same endpoints. This is obviously an equivalence rela-
tion, and the quotient set 6#A is finite since A is finite. For every class
1 choose a representing family 61 . Then, 1 # 6#A 61 is a finite subgraph
of G which, by the connectedness of G, is included in a finite connected
induced subgraph H of G, which thus has the required property. K
6.15 Lemma. For any premulti-ending N of G there exists a multi-ending
M of G that contains N and satisfies TM(G )=TN(G).
Proof. By Lemma 6.14, for any component X of G&N, there exists a
finite connected induced subgraph NX of X 6G[B(N, X )] satisfying the
condition of that lemma with respect to the finite set B(N, X ). We show
that M :=N6 X # CG&N NX has the required properties.
(a) By 6.13, M is a premulti-ending of G containing N such that
TM(G)=TN(G ). It remains to prove that it satisfies Axioms M4 and M5.
Let 6 be either a set of paths of G whose endpoints belong to N and have
pairwise at most one endpoint in common, or a set of pairwise disjoint rays
of G originating at N and belonging to elements of TN(G ). For every P # 6
and every component X of G&N, denote by S XP the set of all pairs [x, y]
of B(N, X ) such that x, y # V(P) and P(x, y)&[x, y]=P(x, y) & X{<.
Note that, by the properties of the set 6, S XP & S
X$
P$ =< if P{P$ or X{X$.
By the definition of NX , for every component X of G&N, there exists a
set 6X of pairwise internally disjoint paths of NX such that the set of
endpoints of each of them belongs to P # 6 S XP . For every s # S
X
P we will
denote by Qs an element of 6X whose set of endpoint is s.
For any P # 6, the graph
PM :=(P & N ) _ . [Qs : s # S XP and X # CG&N]
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is either a path of M having the same endpoint as P if P is a path, or a
ray of M such that P & PM $P & Nwhich is infinite since [P]G #
TN(G )if P is a ray. We set 6M :=[PM : P # 6].
(b) We claim that M satisfies Axiom M4. Let { # T(M), and
a # D&1G (=MG({)). This vertex a belongs to V(N ), thus to V(M ), by Axiom
M2 for N and the fact that a is infinitely linked to any ray belonging to {.
Let R # { be a ray of M, and let 6 be an infinite aV(R)-linkage of G. Then,
by the preceding construction, the set 6M is an infinite aV(R)-linkage of
M, which proves that a # D&1M ({).
(c) We claim that M satisfies Axiom M5. Let 6 be a set of pairwise
disjoint rays of G such that R # 6 [R]G TM(G )=TN(G). W.l.o.g. we can
suppose that each element of 6 originates in N. Then, by the preceding
construction, the set 6M has the required properties. K
6.16. Theorem. Let G be a connected graph. Then M(0){< for any
non-empty closed discrete subspace 0 of T(G ).
Proof. By Proposition 4.15 there exists a dispersed set A that pairwise
separates the elements of 0. For every { # 0 denote by R{ a ray of G&A
belonging to {. Then the induced subgraph G[A] 6 { # 0 R{ satisfies M3.
The result is then a consequence of Lemmas 6.10 and 6.15. K
We will complete this section by four technical lemmas. From now
on, if H is an induced subgraph of a graph G, X a component of G&H,
and N an induced subgraph of X, then we will set N(+H ) :=
N6 G[B(H, X )].
6.17. Lemma. Let H be a connected induced subgraph of a graph G
whose boundary with any component of G&H is finite. Then any multi-
ending of H is a multi-ending of G.
This is obvious.
6.18. Lemma. Let N be a multi-ending of G and, for every component X
of G&N, let NX be a multi-ending of X+(N ) containing B(N, X ). Then
M :=N 6 X # CG&N NX is a multi-ending of G such that TM(G )=TN(G ) _
X # CG&N TNX (G ).
This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.13 and 6.17.
6.19. Lemma. Let M be a multi-ending of a graph G, and X a component
of G&M. Then any induced subgraph N of X satisfying Axiom M3 can be
extended to a multi-ending N$ of X with the following properties:
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(i) N$ contains a neighbor of each element of B(M, X );
(ii) TN$(G )=TN(G );
(iii) N$+(M ) is a multi-ending of X+(M ).
Proof. By Lemmas 6.10 and 6.15 there exists a multi-ending H
of X+(M ) that contains N and a neighbor of each element of B(M, X )
since this set is finite, and satisfies TH(G)=TN(G ). We are done if H & X
is connected. Otherwise, by applying 6.10 again, we get a multi-ending N$
that contains H & X and which clearly has the required properties. K
6.20. Lemma. For any induced subgraph H of G satisfying Axiom M3
there exists a multi-ending M of G containing H, with TM(G )=TH(G ), and
furthermore such that, for any component X of G&H, the subgraph M & X
is concentrated and contains a neighbor of each element of B(H, X ).
Proof. Let X be a component of G&H, and let (x!)!<: be an enumera-
tion of B(H, X ). We construct a sequence (P!)!<: of paths of X+(H )
such that, for any !<:, P! & H=(x!) and T! :=’<! P’ is a tree if
!>0.
Let P0 be a path of X+(H ) such that P0 & H=(x0){P0 . Let !>0.
Suppose that P’ has already been constructed for every ’<!. Since
X6 [x!] is connected, and T!&H is a non-empty tree of X, there exists
a (V(T!&H ), x!)-path, say P! , in X 6 [x!].
Put TX :=!<: P! , HX :=X 6TX , and H$ :=X # CG&M HX . We claim
that H$ satisfies Axiom M3 and that TH$(G )=TH(G ). Let A be an infinite
subset of V(H$) which is concentrated in some end { in G. We distinguish
three cases.
Case 1. A & V(H ) is infinite. Then we are done by the properties of
concentrated sets and the fact that H satisfies M3.
Case 2. AX :=A & V(TX) is infinite for some component X of G&H.
Then, by the construction of TX , the set AX is infinitely linked to B(H, X ).
Then B(H, X ) is concentrated in { in G. Therefore, by M3, B(H, X ) is
concentrated in H. Thus { # TH(G), and AX is also concentrated in HX ,
hence a fortiori in H$. Consequently A is concentrated in H$ and
THX (G )=TH(G ).
Case 3. A & V(H ) and A & V(TX) are finite for every component X of
G&H. Let L be an infinite AV(R)-linkage of G for some R # {. By the
properties of A, the set B :=V(H ) & V( L) is infinite and concentrated in
{ in G. Hence, by M3, B is concentrated in H. Thus A is concentrated in
H$ since it is infinitely linked to B in H$, and moreover { # TH(G ).
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Finally, H$ is an induced subgraph of G containing H, with
TH$(G )=TH(G ). Furthermore, for any component X of G&H, H$ & X is
concentrated and contains a neighbor of each element of B(H, X ). Then,
an application of Lemmas 6.10 and 6.15 gives the required multi-
ending. K
7. EXPANSIONS
7.1. Notation. If (X!)!<: is any sequence we will denote
X(:) := .
!<:
X! .
7.2. Definition. A discrete expansion of length : of a topological space
T is a sequence (T!)!<: satisfying the following conditions: For any
!<:,
DE1. T! T’ for !<’<:;
DE2. T! is a non-empty closed set;
DE3. T0 and T!+1&T! (when !+1<:) have only isolated points;
DE4. if ! is a limit ordinal, then T!=T(!) ;
DE5. T=T(:) .
If all axioms except DE5 are fulfilled, (T!)!<: is called a partial discrete
expansion of T. The least ordinal : such that T has a discrete expansion
of length : is called the discrete degree of T, and is denoted by d(T). We
set d(<)=0.
7.3. Remark. Any T1 -space has a discrete expansion. Indeed, if
T=[x! : !<:] is a T1 -space, then (T!)!<:+1 , where T0=[x0] and
T!=[x’ : ’<!] for 0<!<:, is a discrete expansion of T since, as T is
a T1 -space, T!+1=T! _ [x!], thus T!+1&T! is either < or [x!], hence
is discrete.
Therefore the end space of any graph has a discrete expansion.
7.4. Definition. An expansion of length : of a connected graph G by
discrete multi-endings (DM-expansion for short) is a sequence (G!)!<: of
subgraphs of G satisfying the following conditions: For any !<:,
DME1. G! is an induced subgraph of G’ for !<’<:;
DME2. G! is a multi-ending of G;
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DME3. G0 is discrete. If !+1<:, then, for any component X of
G&G! such that M :=G!+1 & X{<, this subgraph M is a discrete multi-
ending of X which contains a neighbor of each element of B(G! , X ) and
M+(G!) is a multi-ending of X+(G!);
DME4. if ! is a limit ordinal, then TG(!)(G)=TG!(G ), and
TG!(G) & TX (G ){< for any ’<! and any component X of G&G’ such
that G! & X{<; moreover, for any component Y of G&G(!) , if
G! & Y{<, then G! & Y is connected and contains a neighbor of each
element of B(G(!) , Y);
DME5. G=G(:) and T(G )=!<: TG!(G ).
If all axioms except DME5 are fulfilled, (G!)!<: is called a partial
DM-expansion of G.
7.5. Example. If G is the graph of Fig. 2 and M0 and M1 are the multi-
endings defined in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively, then (M0 , M0 _ M1 , G ) is
a DM-expansion of G of length 3.
7.6. Elementary Properties of DM-Expansions. Let (G!)!<: be a partial
DM-expansion of a connected graph G.
7.6.1. For every !<:, any component of G&G! contains a ray. This is
clear by DME3, DME4 and DME5.
7.6.2. For every ;<: and every component X of G&G; , the graph
X & G(:) is connected.
Proof. The proof will be by induction on :>;. This is obvious if
:=;+1. Suppose that this holds for any ordinal ! with ;<!<:, and let
X be a component of G&G; .
v : is a limit ordinal. If x, y # V(X & G(:)), then, by DME4,
x, y # V(X & G!) for some ! with ;<!<:. This graph X & G! is a sub-
graph of X & G(:) , and it is connected by the induction hypothesis. Thus it
contains an xy-path which is an xy-path of X & G(:) .
v :=#+2 for some #;. Then G(:)=G#+1. By the induction
hypothesis X & G# is connected, and by DME3 every component of
(X & G#+1)&G# is connected and has a vertex that is adjacent to a vertex
of G#&G; if X & G# {< or to a vertex of G; otherwise. Hence X & G(:) is
connected.
v :=#+1 where # is a limit ordinal. By the induction hypothesis
X & G(#) is connected. Let Y be a component of G&G(#) included in X and
meeting G(:) . By DME4, V(X ) & B(G(#) , Y){<. Thus, by DME4 again,
G(:) & Y contains a neighbor of an element of this intersection. Therefore
(G(#) & X ) 6 (G(:) & Y) is connected, hence so is X & G(:) . K
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7.6.3. For every !<’<: and every component X of G&G! , the graphs
X & G’ and (X & G’)+(G!) are multi-endings of X and of X+(G!), respec-
tively.
This is clear since the graph G’ is a multi-ending of G, and since
B(G! , X ) is finite.
7.6.4. If : is infinite, and if (;n)n<| is a strictly increasing sequence of
ordinals less than : such that there exists a sequence (Xn)n<| where, for
every n, Xn is a component of G&G;n with Xn+1 Xn , then the graph
n<| (G;n+1 & Xn) has a ray R such that the end [R]G  n<| TG;n(G).
Proof. For every non-negative integer n let xn be an element of the
boundary of G;n+1 & Xn with Xn+1. By 7.6.2 the graph G;n+2 & Xn+1 is con-
nected, and by DME3 it has a vertex yn which is adjacent with xn . Let Pn
be an ynxn+1 -path of this graph. Then R :=n<| ((xn , yn) _ Pn) is a ray
of n<| (G;n+1 & Xn) which clearly has the required property. K
7.6.5. If : is a limit ordinal, then:
(i) G(:) satisfies Axiom M3 of Definition 6.1;
(ii) if TG(:)(G )&!<: TG!(G){<, then : has cofinality cf (:)=|;
(iii) TG(:)(G)=!<: TG!(G );
(iv) V(G(:)) pairwise separates the elements of TG(:)(G ), i.e., any two
distinct elements of TG(:)(G ) are separable by some finite subset of V(G(:));
(v) any component X of G&G(:) such that B(G(:) , X ) is infinite con-
tains an element of { _ D&1({) for some { # TG(:)(G )&!<: TG!(G ), and
B(G(:) , X ) is a countable subset of D&1({).
Note that these properties are trivial if : is not a limit ordinal, since, if
:=;+1, then G(:)=G; is a multi-ending of G.
Proof. (i) Let A be an infinite subset of V(G(:)) which is concentrated
in some end { in G. We show that A is concentrated in G(:) , thereby con-
sidering two cases.
Case 1: { # TG!(G ) for some !<:. By 1 we denote the set of all
components of G&G! meeting A. Since G! is a multi-ending of G, by
Axiom M2, for every X # 1, the set A & V(X ) is finite. Thus there exists ’X
with !<’X<: such that A & V(X )V(YX) where YX :=G’X & X. Let
Y :=G! 6 (X # 1 YX). By 6.18 and 7.6.3, Y is a multi-ending of G that
contains A. Therefore A is concentrated in Y, hence a fortiori in G(:) .
Case 2: {  TG!(G ) for every !<:. For every !<: let X! :=CG&G!({).
As any infinite subset of a concentrated set is also concentrated, the
set A&V(X!) must be finite. Hence there exists a strictly increasing
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sequence (;n)n<| of ordinals less than : such that V(n<| G;n) contains
a countably infinite subset of A. By 7.6.4 there exists an end
{$ # Tn<|(G;n+1 & X;n)(G )&n<| TG;n(G ). Let S be any finite subset of
V(G(:)). There exist some n such that S & V(G;n)=<. Hence
A&V(CG(:)&S({$))A&V(G;n). This implies that A&V(CG(:)&S({$)) is
finite. Consequently A is concentrated in {$ in G(:) , and moreover {$={.
(ii) Let { # TG(:)(G )&!<: TG!(G). Then V(G(:)) has an infinite
subset A which is concentrated in {. As any infinite subset of a concen-
trated set is also concentrated, for any !<:, the set A & V(G!) must be
finite by Axiom M3 of multi-ending since {  TG!(G). Hence there exists a
strictly increasing sequence (;n)n<| of ordinals less than : such that
V(n<| G;n) contains a countably infinite subset of A. Therefore
{ # Tn<| G;n(G ) since n<| G;n satisfies Axiom M3 by (i), hence
n<| G;n=G(:) since {  TG!(G ) for every !<:. Consequently
:=supn<| ;n , i.e., cf (:)=|.
(iii) TG(:)(G) is closed by 6.5(i) since, by (i), it satisfies Axiom M3.
Let { # TG(:)(G )&!<: TG!(G). We claim that it belongs to the closure of
!<: TG!(G). By (ii) cf (:)=|, hence there exists a strictly increasing
sequence (;n)n<| of ordinals less than : such that :=supn<| ;n . Let
R :=(x0 , x1 , ..., ) be a ray of G(:) belonging to {. For every n<| denote
by f (n) the greatest integer such that xf (n) # V(G;n&G;n&1) where
G;&1 :=<. By Rn we denote a ray of G;n&G;n&1 originating at xf (n) . Then
([Rn])G)n<| is a family of pairwise distinct elements of n<: TG;n(G ) such
that [R]G # n<| [R]G .
(iv) Let {0 and {1 be two distinct elements of TG(:)(G ).
(iv.a) If there exist !<: and i # [0, 1] such that {i # TG!(G ) and
{i&1  TG!(G ), then the set V(G!) separates {0 from {1 by Axiom M2 since
G! is a multi-ending of G.
(iv.b) Assume that, for every !<:, {0 # TG!(G ) if and only if
{1 # TG!(G ). Put G: :=G(:) and denote by ; the least ordinal less than or
equal to : such that {0 , {1 # TG;(G ). We have two cases.
Case 1: ;=!+1. Then, by DME3, for i=0, 1, there exists a compo-
nent Xi of G&G! such that {i # TXi (G ). Therefore, either because
TX0 & G;(G ) is discrete by DME3 if X0=X1 , or by Axiom M2 for G! if
X0 {X1 , the set V(G;) separates {0 from {1 .
Case 2: ; is a limit ordinal. Then {0 , {1 # TG;(G )&!<; TG!(G ). Thus
cf (;)=| by (ii). Hence there exists a strictly increasing sequence (!n)n<|
of ordinals less than ; such that ;=supn<| !n . For every n<| and
i=0, 1, put X in :=CG&G!n({i). Suppose that the set V(G(:)) does not
separate {0 from {1 , thus that X 0n=X
1
n for every n<|. Then the graph
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n<| (G!n+1 & X
0
n) contains a ray Ri for i=0, 1. Let S be any finite subset
of V(G(:)). Since there exists a non-negative integer n such that
S & V(G!p+1 & X
0
p)=< for every p>n, one has CG&S(R0)=CG&S(R1),
hence {0={1 contrary to the choice of these ends. Therefore the set V(G(:))
separates {0 from {1 .
(v) Let X be a component of G&G(:) such that B(G(:) , X ) is
infinite. For every !<: denote by X! the component of G&G! containing
X. As V(X!) & B(G(:)), X )B(G! , X ), and since B(G! , X ) is finite, there
exists a strictly increasing sequence (;n)n<| of ordinals less than : such
that :=supn<| ;n . This implies first that B(G(:) , X ) is countable and
then, by 7.6.4, that the graph n<| (G;n+1 & X;n) has a ray R such that the
end { :=[R]G  n<| TG;n(G ).
Claim 1: B(G(:) , X )D&1({). Let x # B(G(:) , X ), and let n<| be
such that x # V(G;n). Then x # B(G;p , CG&G;p({)) for every p>n. Thus,
since for any finite subset S of V(G(:)) there exists some m such that
S & V(X;m)=< the vertex x is infinitely linked to V(R) in G(:) , hence in
G. Note that B(G(:) , X ) is then concentrated in { since it is infinite.
Claim 2: X contains an element of { _ D&1({). Assume that
V(X ) & D&1({)=<. Then any vertex of X is finitely separable from
B(G(:) , X ) since this set is concentrated in {. Therefore B(X ) is infinite
and there is an infinite (B(G(:) , X ), V(X )-linkage 2. Denote by C the set
of all endpoints in V(X ) of the elements of 2. This set C is concentrated
in {. On the other hand it has no infinite subset that is fragmented in X.
Otherwise there would exist a vertex of X that would be infinitely linked
to C in X, thus to B(G(:) , X ) in G. Then this vertex would dominate { con-
trary to the assumption. Therefore, by Theorem 3.8, C contains an infinite
subset that is concentrated in X, thus in G in some end {$ # TX (G ). Conse-
quently B(G(:) , X ) is also concentrated in {$, which implies that {$={, and
so { # TX (G). K
7.7. Lemma. Let (G!)!<: be a partial DM-expansion of a connected
graph G. Let % be a closed set of T(G ) containing TG(:)(G ), such that
%&TG(:)(G ) has only isolated points, and which is equal to TG(:)(G ) if : is
limit ordinal. Let H be an induced subgraph of G containing G(:) , satisfying
Axiom M3, with TH(G )%, and such that H & X=< for any component X
of G&G! with % & TX (G )=<, !<:. Then, there exists a multi-ending G:
of G containing H, with TG(:)(G )=%, and such that (G!)!: is a partial
DM-expansion of G.
Proof. If %=!<: TG!(G ), then one can put G:=G(:) as this subgraph
has clearly the required properties. If %{!<: TG!(G ), then we have two
cases.
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Case 1: :=;+1. Then G(:)=G; . Let 1 be the set of all components
X of G&G; such that % & TX (G ){<, and let X # 1. By the hypothesis,
% & TX (G ) is a closed set of TX (G ) whose points are isolated. Besides,
H & X is an induced subgraph of G such that TH & X (G )% & TX (G ). By
Lemma 6.19, X has a discrete multi-ending MX with TMX (G )=% & TX (G ),
which contains H & X and a neighbor of each element of B(G; , X ), and
such that MX+(G;) is a multi-ending of X+(G;). Therefore, by
Lemma 6.18, G: :=G; 6 (X # 1 MX) has the required properties.
Case 2: : is a limit ordinal. Then, by 7.6.5(i), G(:) satisfies Axiom M3.
Let
G$ :=G(:) 6. [X # CG&G(:) : B(G(:) , X ) is infinite].
G(:) and H are both induced subgraphs of G$ satisfying Axiom M3 with
TG(:)(G)=TX (G )=%. Then, by Lemma 6.20, there exists a multi-ending G:
of G$ containing H, with TG:(G )=%, and such that, for any component X
of G$&G(:) , the subgraph G: & X is concentrated and contains a neighbor
of each element of B(G(:) , X ). Furthermore, as G(:) is an induced subgraph
of G: whose boundary with each component of G&G$ is finite, G: is
clearly a multi-ending of G that has the required properties. K
7.8. Theorem. Let G be a connected graph. If (G!)!<: is a ( partial )
DM-expansion of G, then (TG!(G ))!<: is a ( partial) discrete expansion of
T(G ). Conversely, if (0!)!<: is a ( partial ) discrete expansion of T(G ), then
there exists a ( partial ) DM-expansion (G!)!<: of G such that TG!(G )=0!
for every !<:.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. It suffices to compare the axioms
of 7.2 and of 7.4, and to use Property 7.6.5(iii) for DE4 and DME4.
Assume now that (0!)!<: is a (partial) discrete expansion of T(G ). Con-
struct (G!)!<: as follows: Since 00 is a non-empty closed set whose points
are isolated, there exists, by Theorem 6.16 a discrete multi-ending G0 of G
such that TG0(G )=00 . Furthermore we can choose G0 such that every
component of G&G0 contains a ray. Let ;<:. Suppose that (G!)!<; has
already been constructed. Then, by Lemma 7.7, there exists a multi-ending
G; of G, with TG;(G )=0; , such that every component of G&G; contains
a ray, and such that (G!)!; is a partial DM-expansion of G.
So we get a partial DM-expansion (G!)!<: of G with the required
properties. Also if T(G )=!<: TG!(G ), then clearly G=G(:) by the choice
of the G! ’s. K
Now we can prove one of our main result:
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7.9. Theorem. Let G be a connected graph. Then M(0){< for any
non-empty closed set 0 of T(G ).
Proof. By remark 7.3, since T(G ) is Hausdorff, for any non-empty
closed set 0 of T(G ) there is a partial discrete expansion (0!)!<: such that
0=!<: 0! . The result is then a consequence of Theorem 7.8. K
8. END-DEGREE OF A GRAPH
8.1. Proposition. d(T(G ))=supX # CG d(T(X )) for any graph G.
Proof. For every component X of G put d(T(X ))=:X , and let
: :=supX # CG :X . Since obviously d(T(G)):, we only have to show that
T(G ) has a discrete expansion of length :. For any component X of G, the
space T(X )=TX (G ) has a discrete expansion (0X! )!<: such that
0X! =T(X ) for :X!<:. Then clearly the sequence (0!)!<: , where
0!=X # CG 0
X
! for all !<:, is a discrete expansion of T(G ). K
8.2. Definition. For a graph G, the ordinal d(T(G )) will be called the
end-degree of G, and will also be denoted by dT (G ).
The next result is obvious.
8.3. Theorem. Let G and H be two graphs. If T(G) and T(H ) are
homeomorphic, then dT (G )=dT (H ).
8.4. Theorem. d T (G)|1 for any graph G.
Proof. By 8.1, w.l.o.g. we can suppose that G is connected. Construct
inductively a DM-expansion (G!)!<|1 of G so that, for every !<|1 , any
component of G&G! contains a ray, and TG!+1(G ) is a maximal subset of
T(G ) whose elements are pairwise separated by V(G!).
Let G0 be discrete multi-ending of G such that any component of G&G0
contains a ray. Let :<|1 . Suppose that (G!)!<: has already been con-
structed. Let % be a maximal subset of T(G ) whose elements are pairwise
separated by V(G(:)) if : is not a limit ordinal, and which is equal to
TG(:)(G) otherwise. Then define G: so that TG(:)(G)=% by using
Lemma 7.7, and such that every component of G&G: contains a ray.
The sequence (G!)!<|1 is a DM-expansion of G. It remains to prove that
G=G(|1) . Suppose that this does not hold, and let X be a component of
G&G(|1) . For every !<|1 denote by X! the component of G&G! con-
taining X, and let B! :=V(G!) & B(G(|1) , X ). Clearly B! B(G! , X ),
hence B! is finite. Then, as |1 is a regular cardinal and (B!)!<|1 is an
increasing sequence of finite sets, there must exist an ordinal ;<|1 such
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that B(G(|1) , X )=!<|1 B!=B; . This implies that X=X; . By the con-
struction, X must contain a ray, hence by the hypothesis that TG;+1(G ) is
maximal, X must not be a component of G&G;+1 . Therefore
G=G(|1) . K
8.5. Remark. In [19, The ore me 4.1] we proved that for any ordinal
:<|1 there exists a graph G with d T (G):.
8.6. Theorem. d T (G)|+1 for any tree G. Furthermore dT(G )=
|+1 if G is the dyadic tree.
Proof. (a) Let a be a vertex of G. For every non-negative integer n
let Vn :=[x # V(G): distG(a, x)n]. The family (Vn)n<| is clearly end-
separating. Let (0n)n| be a family of subsets of T(G ) defined as follows:
v 0n is a maximal subset of T(G ) whose elements are pairwise
separated by Vn , and which contains 0n&1 (with 0&1 :=<);
v 0| :=T(G ).
Then (0n)n<| is clearly a discrete expansion of T(G ), hence
dT (G )=|+1.
(b) Suppose now that G is the dyadic tree. By (a), G has a DM-
expansion (Gn)n<|+1 of length |+1. Any subset of T(G ) having only
isolated points is necessarily countable. Moreover, any subgraph of G has
only countably many components. Hence TGn(G ) is countable for every
n<|, thus so is n<| TGn(G ). Therefore dT (G )=|+1 since |T(G)|=
2|. K
8.7. We will now characterize the graphs whose end-degree is less than
or equal to |, and those graphs whose end-degree is |+1. To do that we
will need the concept of Cantor-Bendixon derivative of a topological space
that we will recall.
Let T be a topological space. We denote by T$ the derivative of T, i.e.,
the set of cluster points of T. The Cantor-Bendixon derivative of order : of
T, T(:), is defined by induction as follows:
v T(0) :=T
v T(:+1) :=(T(:))$
v T(:) :=;<: T(;) if : is a limit ordinal.
In account of cardinality there is an ordinal : such that T(:)=T(:+1).
The smallest of these ordinals, denoted by r(T), is the Cantor-Bendixon
rank (CB-rank for short) of T, and the set T(r(T )) is the perfect kernel of
T. This set is the greatest subset of T such that T&T(r( T )) is scattered.
Thus T is scattered if and only if T(r( T ))=<.
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8.8. Lemma. Let M be a discrete multi-ending of a graph G. Then there
exists a dispersed subset of V(M) that pairwise separates the elements of
TM (G ).
Proof. Since TM (G ) is discrete, by Proposition 4.15, there exists a dis-
persed subset A of V(G) that pairwise separates the elements of TM (G ).
Let B :=[B(M, X ): X # CG&M and A & V(X ){<]. We claim that B is
dispersed. If C is an infinite subset of B which is concentrated in G, then,
by Axiom M2, the set 1 of components X of G&M such that B(M, X ) &
C{< is infinite. For each X # 1 let aX be an element of A & V(X ). Then
the set [aX : X # 1] is infinitely linked to C, hence is also concentrated,
contrary to the fact that A is dispersed. Therefore B is dispersed and, by
Proposition 4.12, so is D :=(A & V(M)) _ B. Moreover, D clearly pairwise
separates the elements of TM (G ). K
8.9. Lemma. Let G be a graph such that T(G ) is a scattered space whose
CB-rank is a limit ordinal :. Then there exists a dispersed subset S of V(G )
such that r(T(X ))<: for every component X of G&S.
Proof. Let G be the class of all graphs G such that T(G ) is scattered
with r(T(G ))=:, and, for every S # D(G), there is a component X of G&S
with r(T(X ))=:.
(a) First notice that if G # G then for every S # D(G), there exists a
component X of G&S which belongs to G. Otherwise, for any component
X of G&S there would be an SX # D(X )D(G ) such that r(T(Y ))<: for
all Y # CX&SX . And, since clearly S _ [SX : X # CX&S] # D(G ), this would
contradict the fact that G # G.
(b) We now show that if G # G then, for every discrete multi-ending
M of G, there exists a component X of G&M which belongs to G. Since
TM (G ) is discrete, by Lemma 8.8, there exists a dispersed subset A of
V(M ) that pairwise separates the elements of TM (G ). The set T(G )(:) is
empty since T(G ) is scattered with r(T(G))=:. Then, for every { # TM (G ),
there exists a finite subset S{ of V(M & CG&S{({)) such that
r((A _ S{)* ({))<:. By Proposition 4.12(iv), the set B :=A _ { # TM(G ) S{
is dispersed. Then, by (a), there exists a component X of G&B which
belongs to G. Thus, as r(B* ({))<: for every { # TM (G ), and since M is
a multi-ending of G, the set V(M & X ) is dispersed. Hence there exists a
component of X&M, thus of G&M, which belongs to G.
(c) We will now prove the lemma, i.e., that G=<. Let G # G.
W.l.o.g. we can suppose that G is connected, and let (G!)!<; be a DM-
expansion of G. Construct inductively a sequence (X!)!<; such that, for
any !<;, X! is a component of G&G! belonging to G if such a compo-
nent exists, and equal to < otherwise, and with X’ X! for !’<;.
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We get X0 by (b). Suppose that (X!)!<# has already been constructed for
some #<;.
v #=$+1. If X$=<, then put X# :=<. If X$ {<, then X$ & G#
is a discrete multi-ending of X$ . Hence, by (b), there exists a component
of X$&G# , thus of G&G# , say X# , which belongs to G.
v # is a limit ordinal. If !<# X!=<, then put X# :=<. If
!<# X! {<, let Y be a component of G&G(#) meeting !<# X! . Then
B(G(#) , Y ) is infinite, otherwise Y=X! for some !<# contrary to the
definition of X!+1. Then, by 7.6.5, there exists an end { # TG#(G ) &
!<# TX!(G ). Since T(G )
(:) is empty, there is a finite subset S of V(G#)
such that r(S*({))<:. Thus, as S is finite and as G# is a multi-ending, this
implies that there exist a finite subset S$ of (B(G# & Y ))&G(#) and some
’<#, such that if B :=B(G’ , X’) then r((B _ S$)* ({))<:. One has
CG&B _ S$({)=CX’&S$({). Besides, as X’ # G, there exists a component X of
X’&S$ which belongs to G. By the definition of S$, X must be a compo-
nent of G&G(#) included in X! for all !<#. Put X# :=X.
Let # be the least ordinal such that !<# X!=<. Note that # is
necessarily a limit ordinal. The family (TX!(G ))!<# is then a Cauchy filter
base of the uniform space (T(G ), G*G) which converges to an end { since
this space is complete. Moreover, for any finite set F of vertices of G, there
is some !<# such that TX!(G )F*({). This implies that r(F*({))
r(X!)=:, thus that { # T(G )(:), contrary to T(G )(:)=<. Therefore G=<,
which completes the proof. K
8.10. Lemma. If H is an end-respecting subgraph of a graph G, then
d(T(H))d(TH(G)), and consequently dT (H)dT (G ).
Proof. The canonical map =HG is a uniformly continuous map from
(T(H), G*H) onto the uniform subspace TH(G) of (T(G ), G*G). Indeed, for
any finite subset S of V(G ) and every {, {$ # T(H), (=MG({), =MG({$)) # S*(G )
if ({, {$) # S & V(H)*(H) .
Now let (0!)!<: be a discrete expansion of TH(G). Then (=&1HG(0!))!<:
is a discrete expansion of T(H), hence d(T(H))d(TH(G )). K
8.11. Theorem. Let G be a graph. Then d T (G )| if and only if T(G )
is scattered. Moreover, in this case, dT (G)=inf [r(T(G )), |].
Proof. If T(G) is not scattered then, by Theorem 4.8, G contains an
end-respecting subdivision T of the dyadic tree. Thus, by Theorem 8.6 and
Lemma 8.10, dT (G )dT (T )=|+1.
Conversely, assume that T(G ) is scattered, and let us show that dT (G )=
inf[r(T(G )), |] by induction on r(T(G ))=: :. This is trivial if :=0. Let
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:0. Suppose that the result holds for any graph whose end space has a
CB-rank less than :.
v :=;+1. The set T(G )(;) is closed and has only isolated points.
Hence, by Theorem 6.16, there exists an M # M(T(G )(;)). For any compo-
nent X of G&M one has r(T(X ));, thus dT (X )inf [;, |] by the
induction hypothesis. Therefore
inf[;, |]dT (G )inf[1+;, |].
If ;| then dT (G )=|, if ;<| then dT (G )=1+;=: since, by the
definition of the CantorBendixon derivative, the sequence (T(G)(;&!))!<:
is a discrete expansion of T(G ) of minimal length.
v : is a limit ordinal. By Lemma 8.9, there exists a dispersed subset
S of V(G ) such that r(T(X ))<: for every component X of G&S. As the
spaces T(G ) and T(G&S) are clearly homeomorphic, we get by the induc-
tion hypothesis
dT (G )=dT (G&S)= sup
X # CG&S
dT (X )= sup
X # CG&S
(inf[r(T(X )), |])
=inf[ sup
X # CG&S
r(T(X )), |]=inf[r(T(G )), |]
=inf[:, |]=|. K
8.12. Theorem. Let G be a graph. Then dT (G )|+1 if and only if
there exists a countable family of closed scattered subsets of T(G ) whose
union is dense.
Proof. (a) Suppose that dT (G)|+1, and let (G!)!<: be a DM-
expansion of G. Then T(G )=!<; TG!(G). Also, for any !<; :=
inf[:, |], one has d(TG!(G ))!+1<|. Hence the closed set TG!(G ) is
scattered by Theorem 8.11.
(b) Conversely, let (0n)n<| be a countable family of closed scattered
subsets of T(G ) whose union is dense. By Theorem 8.11, each 0n has a
discrete expansion (0np)p<| of length |. Then the sequence (3p)p<| where
3p :=np 0np for every p<|, is clearly a discrete expansion of n<| 0n .
Consequently T(G) has a discrete expansion of length |+1. K
8.13. Corollary. If a graph G is such that m(T(G )) is countable (in
particular, if G is countable), then dT (G )|+1.
Proof. Let R=[Rn)n<| be a maximal family of pairwise disjoint rays
of G, and, for each n, let 0n :=[[Ri]G : in]. Then each 0n is closed and
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scattered since it is finite. Furthermore the set [[Rn]G : n<|] is dense in
T(G ) since R is maximal. Hence dT (G )|+1 by Theorem 8.12. K
8.14. The following results will be useful to give certain characteriza-
tions of those graphs which have a uniformly compatible end-faithful span-
ning tree. We recall that, in 4.16, we denote by G+ the extension of a graph
G that is obtained by fixing a new ray Rx at each vertex x of G. We also
proved in Proposition 4.17 that the topological spaces V (G ) and T(G+)
are homeomorphic.
8.15. Lemma. Let G be a connected graph such that dT (G )|+1.
Then d(V (G ))|+1 if and only if there exists a DM-expansion
(Gn)n<|+1 of G such that G=G(|) .
Proof. (a) Suppose that V (G))|+1. Then dT (G+)|+1 as
V (G ) and T(G+) are homeomorphic. Let (G+n )n<|+1 be a DM-expansion
of G+. By Axiom DME4, TG+(|)(G
+)=TG|+(G
+). Hence, for each x # V(G ),
the ray Rx must be a ray of G+n for some n<|, since [Rx]G+ is an isolated
point of T(G+). Therefore the sequence (Gn)n<|+1, where Gn :=G+n & G
for every n, is clearly a DM-expansion of G such that G=G(|) .
(b) Conversely let (Gn)n<|+1 be a DM-expansion of G such that
G=G(|) . Then (0n)n<|+1 , where 0n :=TGn(G ) _ V(Gn&1) (with
V(G&1) :=<), is a discrete expansion of V (G). K
8.16. Lemma. Let x be a vertex of a graph G. Then the set D(x) of ends
of G which are dominated by the vertex x is a closed set of T(G ).
Proof. Let { # D(x). Then, for any finite F # V(G&x), GG&F ({)=
GG&F ({$) for some {$ # D(x), hence x # V(GG&F ({)) since {$ is dominated
by x. Thus { is dominated by x too. K
8.17. Proposition. If the set
7 :=[{ # T(G ) : [x # D&1({) : D(x) is not scattered ] is infinite]
has a countable cover by closed scattered sets, then d(V (G))|+1.
Proof. (a) Let (7n)n<| be a cover of 7 by closed scattered subsets of
T(G ). Let n<|. Since 7n is scattered, d(7n)| by Theorem 8.11. Let
(7ni ) i<| be a discrete expansion of 7
n, and put 7n :=i+j=n 7 ji , n<|.
Then (7n)n<| is clearly a partial discrete expansion of the closure of
n<| 7n such that 7n<| 7n .
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(b) For any x # V(G ) with d(D(x))|, let (2xn)n<| be a discrete
expansion of D(x).
(c) Construct by induction a partial DM-expansion (Gn)n<| of G so
that, for any n<| with Gn {G, TGn+1(G) & TX (G ){< for every compo-
nent X of G&Gn . Let G0 be any discrete multi-ending of G such that every
component of G&G0 has a ray. Let n<|. Assume that the partial DM-
expansion (Gi) in is already constructed, so that every component of
G&Hn has a ray.
For X # CG&Gn let {X be an element of TX (G ), and for x # B(Gn , X )
let nx be the least integer such that x # V(Gnx). Then the set
0Xn := [2
x
n&nx & TX (G ): x # B(Gn , X ) and d(D(x))|] is a closed
discrete subspace of T(G ), as it is the union of a finite family of closed
discrete subspaces of T(G ).
Put 3n := [0Xn _ [{X]: X # CG&Gn] _ (7n & TG&Gn(G)). All point of
3n are clearly isolated in 3n . Then define Gn+1 # M(TGn(G) _ 3n) by using
Lemma 7.7 such that every component of G&Gn+1 has a ray.
Suppose that G(|) {G, let X be a component of G&G(|) and let
B :=B(G(|) , X ). Assume that B is finite. Then BV(Gn) for some n<|.
By the properties of (Gn)n<| , TGn+1(G ) & TX (G ){<, contrary to the
choice of X. Hence B is infinite. Then, by 7.6.5(v), BD&1({) for some
{ # TG(|)(G )&n<| TGn(G ). This end {  7 since, by the construction,
7n<| TGn(G ). Thus there exists an x # B with d(D(x))|. Let n and
p be the least integers such that x # V(Gn) and { # 2xp . Then { # TGn+p(G ),
contrary to {  n<| TGn(G ). Therefore G=G(|) , thus d(V (G ))|+1 by
Lemma 8.15. K
8.18. Remark. By the preceding proof, if D(x) is scattered for every
vertex x of G, then there exists a DM-expansion (Gn)n<| of G such that
D&1({)=< for all {  n<| TGn(G).
8.19. Corollary. d(V (G))|+1 whenever G satisfies one of the
following conditions:
(i) |D(x)|<| for every x # V(G );
(ii) [{ # T(G ): |D&1({)||] is countable;
(iii) [{ # T(G ): m({)|] is countable.
Proof. (i) If the set of ends that are dominated by any vertex is coun-
table, then the subset 7 of T(G ), defined in Theorem 8.17, is empty.
(ii) In this case, 7 has an obvious countable cover by singletons.
(iii) This is a consequence of (ii) since m({)<| implies |D&1({)|<|
by Proposition 2.13. K
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9. APPLICATION TO UNIFORMLY COMPATIBLE TREES
In this section we will give new characterizations of uniformly com-
patible trees (see Section 5) by utilizing some results of the preceding
section.
9.1. Remark. We can easily observe that a connected graph G has a
uniformly compatible end-faithful spanning tree if and only if the extension
G+ of G, defined in 4.16 by fixing a new ray at each vertex, has a uniformly
compatible end-faithful tree. Thus, since the topological spaces V (G ) and
T(G+) are homeomorphic by Proposition 4.17, any topological charac-
terization of the graphs having a uniformly compatible end-faithful tree
corresponds to a similar characterization of those having a uniformly com-
patible end-faithful spanning tree.
9.2. Theorem. A connected graph G has a uniformly compatible
end-faithful tree (resp. spanning tree) if and only if the topological space
T(G ) (resp. V (G )) is first countable (i.e., at each point of this space there
is a countable basis for the open sets containing that point) and has a
discrete degree less than or equal to |+1.
Proof. By remark 9.1 and the fact that any two homeomorphic
topological spaces have the same discrete degree, it suffices to consider the
characterization of the graphs that have a uniformly compatible end-
faithful tree. We recall that by 5.13 a connected graph G has a uniformly
compatible end-faithful tree if and only if there exist a family (An)n<| of
dispersed sets such that n<| A*n=id T(G) .
(a) Necessity. Suppose that G has a uniformly compatible end-faith-
ful tree T. By the above we only have to prove that d(T(G ))|+1. By
Proposition 5.4, if iT is the canonical injection from V(T ) into V(G ), then
the extension iT@ of iT to V (T ) such that iT@ | T(T)==TG , is a uniform
embedding from (V (T ), G T) into (V (G ), G G). Therefore T(T ) and T(G )
are homeomorphic, thus d(T(G ))=d(T(T )), hence d(T(G ))|+1 by
Theorem 8.6.
(b) Sufficiency. Suppose now that the topological space T(G ) is first
countable and has an end-degree less than or equal to |+1. Let M be a
discrete multi-ending of G. As, by the hypothesis, there is a countable local
basis for G*G at every element of TM(G ), and since TM(G ) is discrete, there
exists a countable family (Sn)n<| of dispersed subsets of V(T), thus of
V(G ), such that n<| S n*({)=[{] for every { # TM(G ). W.l.o.g. we can
suppose that Sn Sn+1 for all n<|. For any non-negative integer n let
AMn :=V(M )&{ # TM(G ) S n*({). By the preceding hypothesis each A
M
n is a
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dispersed set of T, and AMn A
M
n+1 . Note that, by Axiom M2 of multi-
endings, for any component X of G&M, there is a non-negative integer n
such that B(M, X )AMn .
Since d(T(G ))|+1, G has a DM-expansion (Gp)p<|+1 . Construct
inductively a sequence A0 , A1 , . . . where Ap :=(A pn )n<| is an increasing
sequence of dispersed sets of Gp such that, for any component X of G&Gp ,
there is a non-negative integer n with B(Gp , X )A pn . Put A0 :=(A
0
n)n<|
where A0n :=A
G0
n for all n<|. Suppose that A0 , ..., Ap have already been
constructed. Then Ap+1 is defined by putting for any n:
A p+1n ={
A pn if np
A pn _ . [A
Y
n : Y # CGp+1&Gp and B(Gp , Y)A
p
n ] if n>p.
By the induction hypothesis and, for any component Y of Gp+1&Gp , by
the properties of the sequence (AYn )n<| , we obtain that the set A
p+1
n is
dispersed in Gp+1 , that A p+1n A
p+1
n+1 and that, for any component X
of G&Gp+1 , there exists a non-negative integer n such that
B(Gp+1 , X )A p+1n .
Note that, for any n, Ann is dispersed in Gn , thus in G. Let us show that
the family (Ann)n<| is end-separating. Let { and {$ be two distinct ends of
G. As d(T(G))|+1, the set V(G(|)) pairwise separates the elements of
T(G ) by 7.6.5, hence, for some p<|, the set V(Gp) separates { from {$.
Therefore there exists n<| such that A pn , thus A
n
n , separates { from {$. The
result is then a consequence of Theorem 5.13. K
To get graph theoretic characterizations we need the following result
interesting on its own.
9.3. Theorem. Let { be an end of a graph G. There exists a countable
local basis at { for the topology induced by G G , if and only if m({) and
D&1({) are countable.
Proof. Suppose that m({) and D&1({) are countable, and let R be a set
of elements of { which is maximal with respect to inclusion. The set
A :=V( R) _ D&1({) is countably infinite, thus there exists a strictly
increasing sequence (Sn)n<| of finite subsets of V(G ) such that
An<| Sn . We claim that the family Sn@({))n<| is a local basis at {.
Since the space (V (G ), G G) is Hausdorff, one only has to prove that
n<| Sn@({)=[{]; and this is a consequence, as the uniformity G G is
generated by the family (F )F # [V(G )]| and as D&1({)n<| Sn , of the fact
that, for any finite subset F of V(G), there exists a non-negative integer n
such that F & Sn@({)=<.
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Conversely suppose that there exists a countable local basis at { for the
topology induced by G G . Then there exists a countable family (Sn)n<| of
finite subsets of V(G ) such that n<| Sn@({)=[{]. Thus one must have
D&1({)n<| Sn and moreover any ray in { must meet n<| Sn . There-
fore |D&1({)| and m({) must be less than or equal to |n<| Sn |=|. K
Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 give immediately:
9.4. Theorem. A connected graph G has a uniformly compatible
end-faithful spanning tree if ad only if d(V (G ))|+1 and m({) and D&1({)
are countable for every end { of G.
9.5. Lemma. A graph G contains no subdivision of an infinite complete
graph if and only if D&1({) is finite for every end { of G.
Proof. If G contains a subdivision K of an infinite complete graph, then
any vertex of K whose degree in K is infinite, dominates in K, thus in G,
the unique element { of TK (G). Hence D&1({) is infinite.
Conversely if D&1({) is infinite for some end { of G, then any two
elements of D&1({) are infinitely linked in G. Therefore, if x0 , x1 , . . . are
pairwise distinct elements of D&1({), then we can easily construct by induc-
tion a family (Pij)0i<j<| of pairwise internally disjoint xixj -paths of G,
hence construct a subdivision 0i<j<| Pij of a countably infinite com-
plete graph. K
9.6. Theorem. Any connected graph containing no subdivision of an
infinite complete graph has a uniformly compatible end-faithful spanning tree.
Proof. Let G be such a graph. By Lemma 9.5, for each end { of G,
D&1({) is finite; hence m({) is countable by Proposition 2.11, and
d(V (G ))|+1 by Lemma 8.19. Therefore Theorem 9.4 gives the
result. K
This theorem strengthens a result of Halin [9, Theorem 10.1] stating
that any connected graph containing no subdivision of an infinite complete
graph has an end-faithful spanning tree.
9.7. Theorem. Let G be a connected graph such that D&1(T(G )) and
m(T(G)) are countable. Then G has a uniformly compatible end-faithful
spanning tree.
Proof. By Theorem 9.4 it is sufficient to prove that d(V (G ))|+1. If
D&1(T(G )) and m(T(G)) are countable, then, by an argument similar to
that of the proof of Theorem 9.3, there exists a strictly increasing sequence
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(Sn)n<| of finite subsets of V(G ) such that D&1(T(G ))n<| Sn and
G&n<| Sn is rayless. Then, as D&1(T(G ))n<| Sn , and as, for any
finite subset F of V(G), there exists a non-negative integer n such that
F & S n*({)=<, one has n<| Sn*=idT(G ) . Consequently, by
Theorem 5.13, G has a uniformly compatible end-faithful tree. Thus, by
Theorem 9.2, dT (G )|+1.
If dT (G )|, then dT (G+)| where G+ is the extension of G defined in
4.16. Hence, by Proposition 4.17, d(V (G ))|. Assume that dT (G))=|+1.
By Lemma 8.15 one has to prove that G has a DM-expansion (Gn)n<|+1
of length |+1 such that G=G(|) . Let (0n)n<|+1 be a discrete expansion
of T(G). Construct a DM-expansion (Gn)n<|+1 of G such that, for every
non-negative integer n, Sn V(Gn), TGn(G )=0n and any component of
G&Gn contains a ray.
Since 00 is a non-empty closed set whose points are isolated and since
S0 is finite, there exists, by Theorem 6.16 and Lemma 7.7, a discrete multi-
ending G0 # M(00) containing S0 , and that we can choose so that every
component of G&G0 contains a ray. Let n<|. Suppose that Gn has
already been constructed. Then, by Lemma 7.7, there exists a multi-ending
Gn+1 # M(0n+1) containing Sn+1 , such that every component of G&Gn+1
contains a ray, and such that (Gp)pn+1 is a partial DM-expansion of G.
Suppose that G{G(|) , and let X be a component of G&G(|) . Since
n<| Sn V(G(|)), X contains no element of { _ D&1({) for any end { of
G. Thus, by 7.6.5.(v), the boundary of G(|) with X is finite. Therefore X is
a rayless component of G&Gn for some non-negative integer n, which con-
tradicts the construction of Gn . Therefore G=G(|) . K
The condition of Theorem 9.6 which is one of the simplest to check, is
unfortunately not necessary in general. However, we have:
9.8. Theorem. Let G be a connected graph such that the space T(G ) is
compact. Then G has a uniformly compatible end-faithful spanning tree if and
only if D&1(T(G )) and m(T(G )) are countable.
Proof. Because of Theorem 9.7, it suffices to prove the necessity. If
G has uniformly compatible end-faithful spanning tree, then, by
Theorem 5.15, V(G ) has a countable cover (An)n<| by dispersed sets. By
Corollary 6.11, for each non-negative integer n, there exists a 0-ending Mn
that contains An , and that we can choose so that any component of
G&Mn contains a ray. As T(G ) is compact, G&Mn has only finitely many
components; hence B(Mn) is finite. Besides V(Mn) & D&1(T(G ))B(Mn)
since V(Mn) is dispersed. Therefore D&1(T(G ))n<| B(Mn), and
moreover n<| B(Mn) meets every ray of G. Consequently D&1(T(G ))
and m(T(G )) are countable. K
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10. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The topological concepts, multi-endings and expansions were useful to
prove various results about infinite graphs, such as minimax theorems for
graphs whose ends are considered as ideal points, coloring of graphs
without one-colored rays, etc. However, the major application was the
study of the existence of end-faithful spanning trees and of rayless spanning
trees in connected graphs, even if these subgraphs, unlike uniformly com-
patible subgraphs, are not of topological nature. To do that, we had to
generalize the concept of DM-expansion in order to extend certain induc-
tive proofs which apply to graphs of end-degree less than |1 to the case of
graphs of end-degree |1 (see [18, 20, 21, 23]). Some connected graphs,
that we called end-inaccessible, stand up to this decomposition. It turns out
that these graphs contain an end-respecting subdivision of an |1 -regular
tree, whereas any connected graph containing no subdivision of an
|1 -regular tree has an end-faithful spanning tree [23].
A topic that has not been tackled in these two papers is that of the com-
pactification of the different uniform spaces which have been introduced.
This was done in [16] by the Smirnov compactification of the Efremovic
proximity spaces that are naturally associated with these spaces. A more
intensive study of this problem may be of some interest to the knowledge
of infinite graphs.
Conversely the topological approach to infinite graphs may be helpful to
solve open problems of topology. For example we proved in Theorem 5.13
that a connected graph G has uniformly compatible end-faithful tree if and
only if the end space T(G ) is ultrametrizable. But we do not know if this
property still holds if we replace ultrametrizable by metrizable. This might
be an interesting question to study, since it is still not known if any
metrizable zero-dimensional space is ultrametrizable.
Finally, we can note that the end topology is not only useful to study
intrinsic properties of infinite graphs, but can also be helpful for other
problems. See for example the study of transient random walks on infinite
graphs by Picardello and Woess [14, 15], and by Cartwright et al. [2].
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